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We present a new method for the extraction and removal of the source wavelet from the
reflection seismogram. In contrast to all other methods currently in use, this one does not
demand that there be any mathematically convenient relationship between the phase spectrum
of the source wavelet and the phase spectrum ofthe earth impulse response.Instead, it requires
a fundamental change in the field technique such that two different seismograms are now
generated from each source-receiverpair: the source and receiver locations stay the same, but
the source used to generate one seismogram is a scaled version of the source used to generate
the other. A scaling law provides the relationship between the two source signatures and
permits the earth impulse response to be extracted from the seismogramswithout any of the
usual assumptions about phase.
.
We derive the scaling law for point sourcesin an homogeneous isotropic medium. Next,
we describe a method for the solution of the set of three simultaneous equations and test it
rigorously using a variety of synthetic data and two types of synthetic source waveform:
damped sine waves and non-minimum-phase air gun waveforms. Finally we demonstrate that
this method is stable in the presence of noise.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The conventional description of a seismic signal regards the propagation of
seismic waves as a linear elastic processin which the signal x(t) is obtained as
the convolution of the impulse response of the earth g(t) with a far field
source wavelet s(t) (Ricker 1940,Robinson 1957,Robinson and Treitel et al.
* Paper read at the 41st meeting of the European Association of Exploration Geophysicists,
Hamburg, June 1979, received September 1979.
** National Coal Board; now with The British National Oil Corporation.
*** Seismograph Service (England) Ltd.
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1973).Usually some additive noise is also present.Thus
x(t) = s(t) * s(t) + n(t),

(1)

where the symbol * denotesconvolution. Normally one wishes to extract g(t)
uncontaminated by either s(t) or n(t). However, n(t) is not known, and often
s(t) cannot be measured or predicted and must also be regardedas unknown.
Since s(t), g(t), and n(t) are all unknowns, the problem of finding g(t) from
the measuredquantity x(t) is basically that of solving one equation containing three unknowns: it cannot be done, of course.Even when the noise can be
ignored the essential difficulty remains: that of deconvolving s(t) and g(t).
Unless s(t) is known g(t) cannot be found without making a lot of
assumptions.
For more than 20 years much ingenuity has been devoted to devising
methods for solving equation (1) using assumptions which are as realistic as
possible. But the fact remains that these assumptions are made purely for
mathematical convenience.They are not substitutes for hard information.
The best known example of such a method is the least-squarestimedomain inversefiltering method (Robinson 1957,Rice 1962)usedthroughout
the industry. For this method to be valid it is required that 1. g(t) be a
stationary, white, random sequenceof impulses, 2. s(t) be minimum-phaseand
have the sameshapethroughout the seismogram, 3. there be no absorption.
All theseassumptions are very strong, and they must all be correct simultaneouslyif the method is to work. This condition is very difficult to satisfy,
especially since the assumptions are not mutually reinforcing. For example,
in attempting to satisfy the stationarity assumption, some sort of spherical
divergence correction must first be applied. This has the effect of distorting
s(t) unevenly down the seismogram which immediately invalidates the
assumption that the shape of s(t) remains constant; it also introduces a
tendency for s(t) to be non-minimum phase in the early part of the
seismogram.
In this paper we presenta method suitable for buried sources,on land and
at sea.This method requires none of the assumptions demanded by the other
methods. In particular, we assumenothing about differencesin the amplitude
or phase spectra of s(t) and g(t). We do, nevertheless,begin with the model
described by equation (1).
The essential requirement of our method is that the far field source
wavelet obeys a scaling law of the type
s’(z) = c+/a).
(2)
In this equation, z is very nearly equal to t - r/c, where t is time measured
from the shot instant, r is the distance from the sound sourceto a point in the
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Fig. 1. Effect of source scaling on far field wavelet. As source equivalent cavity is scaled by a
factor CI,the far field wavelet observed at a distance r scalesboth in amplitude and delayed time
7 by a factor CI.

far field, and c is the speed of sound in the medium; s’(z) is the far field
wavelet of a sourcesimilar to that which generatess(r), but which contains a3
times as much energy.Fig. 1 shows how this source scaling law affectsthe far
field wavelet.
There is excellent experimental evidencefor the existenceof such a scaling
law for a variety of point sources,which we shall cite later.
The exploitation of the scaling law is straightforward in principle. We
generatea seismic signal x(t) as describedby equation (1).We then repeat the
experiment in the same place using a source of the same type but containing
~1~times as much energy. This will generatethe seismogram
x’(t) = s’(t) * g(t) + n’(t),

(3)

where s’(t) is the far field wavelet of the source and is defined in equation (2).
g(t) is the same as in equation (1) (becauseit is the responseof the earth to an
impulse in the same place); the noise n’(t) may be different from n(t) in
equation (1).
Let us consider these equations together for the casewhere the noise is
negligibly small
x(t) = s(t) * s(t),

(4)

x’(t) = s’(t) * g(t),

(5)

s’(t) = as(t/a).

(2)
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In thesethree independent equations there are three unknowns: s(t), s’(t) and
g(t). Therefore, in principle, when the noise is negligibly small, we can solve
for all three exactly without making further assumptions.
In the remainder of this paper we put forward a method for the solution
of this set of three simultaneous equations,describing all numerical problems
we have identified and the techniques we have used to overcome them. We
test the method against a variety of synthetic models and show that it is
stable in the presenceof uncorrelated noise. But first we derive the scaling law
for point sources.
2. DERIVATION

OF THE SCALING
LAW
BURIED
POINT SOURCE

FOR A

We can define a point source as one whose maximum dimension is small
compared with the shortest wavelength of the useful radiation it generates.If
this source is buried in an homogeneous isotropic elastic medium it will
generate spherically symmetric radiation at distances greater than about a
wavelength. This is thefarjield region in which any aspherical distortions of
the wavefield from this point source will occur only at high frequencies
outside the useful bandwidth.
In our derivation of the scaling law we require the elastic radiation to
have spherical symmetry. The law applies to most marine point sourcessuch
as single air guns, single water guns, Maxipulse, Vaporchoc, sparker, etc. On
land, it applies to buried explosives,but not to surfacesources,becausetheir
radiation is not spherically symmetric.
The following derivation is similar to one we gave in an earlier paper
(Ziolkowski and Lerwill 1979), but it contains less restrictive assumptions
and simpler mathematics. The crux of the argument is the treatment of the
nonlinear region close to the source. The argument applied to marine point
sources is similar to that for the buried explosive on land except that the
medium in which the source is immersed-water-has no rigidity (that is
p = 0).
Consider an explosion in an homogeneous isotropic medium. In the
region very close to the explosion the temperaturesand pressureimmediately
after detonation are very high. As the thermal and pressure waves spread
away from the detonation their intensities decreaseand the medium through
which they passis deformed with a severity which decreasescorrespondingly:
from a melted zone at the center, through zones of crushed, fractured and
plastically deformed material, into a zone of elastic deformation. For our
purpose there are two distinct regions of deformation: an anelastically
deformed one close to the source and an elastically deformed one beyond.
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In an earlier paper (Ziolkowski and Lerwill 1979)we assumedthat the
zone in which the anelastic deformation takes place is spherical. But it is not
necessaryto assumethis in order to derive the scaling law. Since the explosive
is a point source for the bandwidth of interest, and therefore exhibits spherical symmetry in the far field, any aspherical distortions in the medium close
to the source do not propagate out to the far field-at least not in the
bandwidth of interest. The resulting radiation could equally well be generated by a perfectly spherical source which anelastically deforms the same
volume of material near to the source and generatesthe same quantity of
elastic radiation: there would be no observable difference between the two
sources.
Let the radius of the equivalent sphereof anelastic deformation be a. Let
the total available energy stored in the explosive be E, which is proportional
to the mass M of the explosive. Thus
E=k,M,

(6)

where k, is a constant which depends on the chemical composition of the
explosive.
We now assume that the fraction /I of this energy which is converted into
elastic radiation is a constant for a given type of explosive and a given medium.

That is
E, = PE,
(7)
where E, is the energy contained in the elastic radiation. It follows that the
energy not converted into elastic waves E,--that is, all the energy absorbed
by the sphereof radius u-is given by
E, = (1 - /?)E.

(8)

The concentration of energy per unit volume of explosive is much higher
than the absorbed energy per unit volume in the anelastic sphere.We may
therefore neglect the volume of explosive in relation to the volume of the
sphere,provided (1 - /I) is not very much smaller than 1.The capacity of the
material to absorb energy is simply proportional to its volume. Therefore
E, = 4k2za3/3,

(9)

where k2 is a constant which dependson the material. Now, as we have said
above, the degree of deformation of the material within the anelastically
deformed region varies with the intensity of the thermal and pressurewaves.
Therefore within this whole region different quantities of energy per unit
volume will be absorbed. However, the boundaries betweenthese individual
regions are controlled by the limits of temperature and stresswhich govern
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the various modes of energyabsorption for the given medium-and theseare
constant. As more or less energy needs to be absorbed, these individual
regions will be proportionately
larger or smaller, but the number of these
regions will remain the same for a given explosive in a given medium. Therefore the total region of anelastic deformation can be consideredas a whole for
our purpose, and k2 is in fact a constant for a given type of explosive in a
given medium.
It follows from equations (6) (8) and (9) that
a =

KM’13

3

(10)

where K3 = 3k,( 1 - @/4nkz . This equation statesthat the radius of the equivalent sphereof anelastic deformation is proportional to the cube root of the
mass of the explosive.
Outside this sphere we have elastic radiation. This radiation could be
obtained equally well by replacing the spherewith a cavity of radius a at the
interior of which we apply a time-dependent pressure function P(t). This
pressurefunction is unknown, but exactly equal to the incident pressurewave
at a distance a from the detonation which produces the observed radiation.
The reason for using this argument is that the problem of the generation of
elastic waves by a spherical cavity in an homogeneous isotropic elastic
medium has been solved (Sharpe 1942,Blake 1952).
Sharpe (1942) considered the casewhere the Lame constants ;1and ,uof
the medium are equal. Blake (1952)solved the same problem for arbitrary 1
and p. Using either solution the far field signature (either in displacement u,
particle velocity ti, or pressurep = pcti, where p is density and c is velocity of
sound) can be calculated for any given pressurefunction P(t) applied at the
interior of the cavity. For example, Sharpe (1942)gives the far field displacement for
P(t) = jPoJ=-0
I 0, t<o

U(Z)= &;

as:

exp ($1

sin (yr),

(11)

where z = t - (r - u)/c and y = 2fic/3u. The particle velocity is obtained
by differentiating equation (11) with respect to time to yield

(12)
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where we have put 4 = ay = 2$c/3. We recognize now that the far field
particle velocity function can be written in the form

(13)

44 = POf .L(d4

For any given pressurefunction P(t) at the interior of the cavity we can find
ti(z) in the far field using equation (13) and Duhamel’s integral:

(an expression of the same form would have been derived if we had started
with Blake’s (1952) solution).
Equation (14) contains the unknown function P(t). In order to proceed
any further we must make some sort of assumption about P(t). The most
satisfactory and least restrictive assumption that we have been able to find is
that, whatever the exact form of P(t), it is independent of the mass M of the
explosive and is constant for explosives of the same chemical composition in the
same medium. If this is true we note that ti(z) has the simpler form

where f is constrained, by energy considerations, to satisfy the following
expression (appendix C):
omf ‘(q) dq =

?^

“’

30 - P)PC *

The right-hand side contains only constants which depend on the medium
and type of explosive. Thus f is inherently a function of thesetwo factors and
is independent of the mass of the explosive. The far field pressurefunction is
easily derived from ic,as we have noted (p = pcti). The variable (Z/U)is scaled
time measured from the instant of arrival of the wavelet at a distance r from
the center of detonation.
We now have everything we need to derive the scaling law. Consider two
explosivesof massesM, and M2, with equivalent cavities of radii al and ai,
and far field particle velocity functions ti, and zi2, respectively:

(18)
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where z1 = t - (r - a,)/~ and z2 = t - (r - a2)/c. If we let the ratio of
M,/M, equal a3, it follows from substitutions into equation (10) that
a2 = ml.

If we make the approximation
we find from equations (17) (18) and (19) that
zi2(z)

= crti,(z/a),

(21)

which is our scaling law, Since p = pcti in the far field, we can find an
expressionsimilar to equation (21) for p(z). In general, this equation for the
scaling of the far field source wavelet can be written as
s’(z) = as(z/a),

(22)

where s(z) and s’(z) are the two far field wavelets (both either particle velocity
or pressurefunctions) and a is the scale factor equal to the cube root of the
corresponding ratio of the source massesor sourceenergies.The approximation given by equation (20) is sufficiently accurate if the time interval
AZ = (al - u2)/c is unobservable within the frequency band of interest; that
is, AZ should be lessthan about one sample interval. This approximation will
probably hold for values of a up to about 5 or so.
The scaling law of equation (22) is very well known. It implies that both
the amplitude and period of far field source wavelets will scale as the cube
root of the mass or the energy of the charge. O’Brien (1969)found that this
law held for both primary compressional (P) and shear (S) waves for charge
weights varying from 0.08 to 9.5 kg. However, O’Brien also found that the
larger charges were “ more efficient generatorsof seismic energy“-that is, a
larger fraction of the initial available energy is converted into elastic radiation by larger charges.In the above derivation we required the efficiency of
generation of seismic energy to be independentof charge size in order to find
the scaling law. Indeed in our earlier paper (Ziolkowski and Lerwilll979) we
show in appendix B that the seismic efficienciesmust be identical if the scaling
law is true. It is not clear how the discrepancy between these observations
arises.
Using measurementsof displacement, rather than of particle velocity or
pressure,Frasier and North (1978) show that the corresponding scaling law
gives a very good fit to large U.S. explosions in the magnitude (mb) range
3.4-6.2 for short period P-waves in the period range 0.5 s to more than 1.5 s.
The evidence for the applicability of the scaling law to buried explosives
on land is thus very good. At sea, where the medium is far more homogen-
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eous and isotropic, the law should apply evenmore exactly. In fact the law is
accepted for air gun waveforms and is used in the design of air gun arrays
(Nooteboom 1978).
It should be remembered that many factors contribute to the shapeof the
far field wavelet, including the depth of the charge. We have considered the
effect on the wavelet of only oneparameter: the chargemass.To relate this to
other sources, one must consider changing only the mass of the source. For
an air gun, for example, the depth and pressureof the gun must be the same,
but the volume may change.
Finally, we note that the theory as presentedapplies only to point sources.
In practice, however, arrays of sound sources are used, particularly in the
marine environment. Arrays normally generateradiation which is not spherically symmetric and consequently the basic assumption of the theory is
violated. However, by utilizing a simple design procedure for the array
configuration the theory can be extended to this field. This is the subject of a
separatepaper by A. Ziolkowski.

3. SOLUTION

OF THE EQUATIONS

IN THE FREQUENCY

DOMAIN

When we first considered this problem we found that by transforming the
equations to the frequency domain we were able to separate the variables
very easily. A simple algorithm presenteditself and, at first sight, yielded the
Fourier transform of the source wavelet without difficulty. However, there
are several important considerations to be taken into account, as we have
found with some effort (more enlightened students would doubtless have
found the same with less trouble). Thus, even though we are not convinced
that we have the most efficient scheme,there are severalinteresting aspectsof
it which are worth discussing-if only becausethey may have applications in
other areas.
(a) The basic scheme
1n the absenceof noise the equations we are required to solve are
x(t) = s(t) * s(t),
x’(t) = s’(t) * g(t),
s’(t) = cs(t/a).

(4)
(5)
(2)
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Taking the Fourier transforms of these equations we have
X(f) = S(f) * G(f),

(23)

X’(f) = S’(f) . G(f),
S’(f) = a2S(af).

(24)
(25)

Dividing equation (24) by equation (23) and substituting for S’(f) from
equation (25) we find

(26)
Therefore

(27)
Equation (27) suggestsa recursive algorithm of the form

n = 1, 2, . . . . N,
where N is dictated by the highest frequencyof interest, and the processmust
be initiated with a guessat fO . If CI> 1 equation (28) enablesus to work up
the spectrum calculating values at c&, a’&, . . . , clNfO,starting with a guessat
f 0.
To compute values at frequencies less than fO, equation (27) can be
re-arranged
S(f) = ~“SMyw)~
such that we obtain the recursion
Wolf”) = ~2s(fol~“- ‘)/ww)9
n = 1, 2, . . . , M,

(29)

where A4 is dictated by the lowest frequency of interest. This now enablesthe
values at frequenciesj&-x, fO/o12,. . . , fo/aM, to be computed.
Thus from the recursion schemeof equations (28) and (29) we can obtain
values at frequenciesfO/cP, fO/a”- ‘, . . . , fO/a, fO, a&, . . . , c?f, .
We can now use an interpolation routine to find a value at another
specified frequency, say fr, and use the recursion to calculate values at orfr,
a’f,, etc. This procedure is repeated until sufficient values have been
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computed. Once S(f) has been calculated, s(t) is obtained by taking the
inverse Fourier transform.
It should be noted that the quantities involved in the algorithm are
complex. One can operateeither with the modulus (amplitude) and argument
(phase), or with the real and imaginary parts. We have used the real and
imaginary parts in all our examplesas we feelthat theseare the most “ basic”
components of the complex numbers in a computer, whereasamplitude and
phase are derived from these quantities.
(b) The initial guess
The algorithm is initiated with a guess.If this guessis wrong, the final result
will be wrong. The guessatfo is a complex number which, in all probability,
will not be the true value atfo . In fact, the guessSG(fO)is related to the true
value S(fO) in the following way
&Ah) = reieS(fOL
(30)
where reie is the unknown complex error factor. If we fail to take this error
into account we generatethe values
&&Go) = -$ S,(a”- ‘fo) * R(a”- ‘h),

(31)

n = 1, 2, . . . , N

which, with sufficient interpolation, yields the function S,(f) for fo/aM I
f _<aNfo. The rangecan be extendedto the origin by defining S,(O) = 0 which
is compatible with a time seriessG(t) with zero mean.
The effect of our initial error can be seenby substituting for S,(fO) from
equation (30) into equation (31):
Sc(anfo) = reieS(a”fo) = $ reieS(a”-lfO)

* R(a”-‘fo).

(32)

It is evident that the error factor is constant for all values deduced from
the algorithm. Thus far the algorithm has allowed us to compute the function
(0 cf5.aNfo),
S,(f) = r@S(f),
(33)
where we have asumed& to be positive.
We are now faced with two problems. First we must complete our transform by generating values of SG(f) at negative frequencies. Secondly, we
must find our error factor to obtain S(f) from equation (33). We can solve
both theseproblems by consideration of the physical properties of s(t), which
impose constraints on the properties of S(f).
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We know that s(t) is real, and therefore our estimated wavelet should be
real. This constraint imposes Hermitian symmetry on S(f). That is, the real
and imaginary parts of S(f) must be even and odd functions, respectively.
Thus, if we know S(f) for positive frequencies,we can easily compute S(f)
for negative frequenciesusing this condition.
However, we only know S,(f), which is in error by a phase shift 8 and a
scale factor T.The scale factor is unimportant becauseit has no effect on the
shape of s(t), and consequently cannot affect our estimate of the shapeof g(t).
We can therefore ignore it. But we cannot ignore the phaseerror 8, because
this will make sG(t)non-causal,and we know that s(t) is causal, that is, s(t) is
zero for negative times t. In the frequency domain causality imposes the
condition that the odd and even parts of the Fourier transform are a Hilbert
transform pair (Bracewell 1965,pp. 271-2). It can be shown that this causal
relationship is destroyed unless the phase error 8 is zero (seeappendix A).
This consideration suggestsa trial-and-error procedure for improving our
estimate of s(t). This is as follows:
1. Compute S,(j) from an initial guessat f0 as described above, noting
that S,(f) and S(f) are related as in equation (33).
2. Multiply S,(f) by a correction factor emieGwhere 8, is a guess.
3. Impose Hermitian symmetry.
4. Check for causality. If the recovered wavelet is non-causal, return to
step (2) and repeat, using a different 13~.This procedure is repeateduntil the
causality condition is met.
Thus the equations may be solved in the frequency domain using the
algorithm described above and applying the constraints which follow from
two physical properties of s(t): it is real and causul.Our final estimate of s(t)
will be in error only by a scaling factor r, which is trivial. Having obtained a
satisfactory estimate of s(t) we can obtain g(t) using equation (1) by standard
methods.
In applying the above schemeto solve for S(f) in the absenceof noise,we
come across two numerical problems associated with the complex ratio.
These can be dealt with quite simply, as discussedin the following section.
(c) The complex ratio

The algorithm we have described depends on a complex division in the
frequency domain. There are two problems associated with this. First, the
ratio becomes unstable at any frequency at which the amplitude of the denominator is too small. Secondly, if the denominator contains non-minimumphase components which are not contained in the numerator then
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the quotient becomesunstable in the sensethat it is non-realizable (Robinson
1967).
To solve the first problem it is usual to add a small threshold of white
noise to the denominator to negatethe possibility of zero or near zero division. An alternative-but more time-consuming-method is to searchfor low
values in the denominator and to replace them with small positive values.
Finding the inverse of non-minimum-phase wavelets is a well-known
problem (Robinson 1967).However, since we are dealing with a ratio, we can
avoid the problem simply by applying an exponential taper of the form emy’
to both s(t) and x’(t). By choosing y large enough we can force the quotient
R(f) to be stable, but then our estimates of s(t), s’(t), and g(t) will be
distorted. In practice we may remove the distortion simply by applying the
inverse taper ey’ to these functions. (Schafer 1969).
(d) The Presence of Noise
In the presenceof noise the problem is to obtain a reliable estimate of the
ratio spectrum R(f), for then the scaling law and recursive algorithm can be
used to find S(f) as described above.
From equation (26) we define R(f) in the absenceof noise as

R(f) = x’(f) - s’(f)
X(f) W-J *

(26)

It follows that
s’(t) = r(t) * s(t),

(34).
where r(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of R(f) and, sinces(t) and s’(t) are
both real and causal, r(t) must also be real and, if s(t) is minimum phase,
causal. In the noise-freecaseit is then true that
x’(t) = r(t) * x(t),

(35)

and we seethat r(t) is simply a one-sided filter which shapesx(t) into x’(t).
When noise is present we have to stabilize our estimate of r(t). This can
easily bedone using the Wiener-Levinson (1947)least-squaresapproach. That
is, we find a filter r’(t) which, for an input x(t), gives an output which is the
best fit in a least-squaressenseto x’(t). This filter r’(t) is our best estimate of
r(t).
In other words, in the presenceof noise we can calculate r(t) in the time
domain using standard programmes, and then take its Fourier transform and
proceed from there to find S(f), s(t), etc., as described above. It should be
noted that when we have multichannel recording we can make a number of
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independent estimates of r(t) for each pair of shots. We can combine these
estimates to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
4. SOLUTION

OF THE EQUATIONS

IN THE TIME

DOMAIN

The scheme outlined above does not yield a solution directly: it is necessary
to converge on it by use of the trial-and-error procedure described in 3(b).
This is not especially convenient, and we therefore cpnsideredthe possibility
of arriving at a solution more directly in the time domain. An obvious
method presenteditself (seeappendix B), but it suffersfrom apparent numerical instability. It may well be possible to solve the equations in the time
domain without incurring this penalty by using some other method. We have
not investigated this further.
A more elegant solution to this problem was offered by Mr R. Calvert of
Shell (U.K.) Limited, who worked it out one evening immediately after the
presentation of this paper in Hamburg. His solution is presented in
appendix D.
All the examples which we present in the next section were calculated
using the schemedescribed in section 3 above.
5. EXAMPLES
(i) Our first example was chosen simply to test our computer program in
the absence of noise. We chose as our basic wavelet a damped sine wave
shown as s1 in fig. 2. We then constructed a scaled version of this, choosing
CI= 2 (s2 in fig. 2). We then treated s1and s2as our two seismogramsx(t) and
x’(t)-that is, the reflectivity seriesg(t) is a delta-function at time t = 0. Using
our three simultaneous equations, we recoveredthe basic wavelet as shown in
the figure. The reflectivity series was recovered in the frequency domain by
dividing the Fourier transform of s1 by the Fourier transform of the
recoveredwavelet. The result is shown at the bottom of fig. 2.
It will be noted that the recoveredwavelet is very similar to the original.
The reflectivity seriesshould be a perfect spike, but is slightly noisy. The noise
is predominantly in the high frequencieswhere there is very little energy in
the original data. Clearly, the more narrow band the basic wavelet is, the
more noise is generated outside this band in the reflectivity series. Noise
outside the signal band can be filtered out in the normal way.
(ii) For our second example we wanted to test the scaling law for realistic
data, and at this stage we wished to exclude the problems introduced by
noise. We therefore chose to use synthetic waveforms generated independently of the scaling law.
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Fig. 2. Demonstration that proposed solution works on a damped sine wave. The wavelet si is
a damped sine wave; s2 is a scaled version of si in which tl equals 2; the recovered wavelet and
reflection serieshave been obtained from s1 and s2 assuming these are observed seismograms.
All wavelets from jigs 2-8 have been normalized to make maximum amplitudes equal.

The model we used to generateour waveforms was discussedby Ziolkowski (1970)and is based on the nonlinear oscillations of a spherical bubble
in water. The waveforms generatedby the model closely resemble those of
airguns without wave-shapekits (Ziolkowski 1970, 1971,Smith 1975).The
advantage of this model is that it is essentially nonlinear in the region closeto
the bubble wall and therefore provides a severetest of our treatment of the
scaling of the anelastic region closeto the source.Furthermore, the waveform
produced by the model is not minimum-phase (Ziolkowski 1971) and, becauseit closely resemblesthe waveform produced by an airgun, it will give a
good indication of the performance of this technique on real data generated
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(with air guns-especially since real air gun waveforms are also nonminimum-phase (Berkhout 1970,Ziolkowski 1971).
We generatedtwo independent far field source waveletsusing this model,
as shown in fig. 3. The first wavelet was computed for a 0.164 l(l0 cubic inch)
gun at a depth of 9.15m (30 feet),a firing pressureof 13.7MPa (2000psi) and
a range of 150 m (500feet) from the gun. No sea surface reflection has been
included. The second wavelet was computed using the same computer program for a 1.3 1 (80 cubic inch) gun, at the same depth, firing pressure and
range. In other words, only the volume was changed.

RECOVIREO
WAVLLEl~0:O)

RECOVERED
WAVEtEl10-2.2 RAGlANSI

RtUlVEREO
REFLEClIVIlV
SERIES
IO=01

RECOVEREO
REFtECMVSERIES
(0: -2.2RADIANS]

Fig. 3. Effect of errors in initial guessat fO. The wavelet sr is a theoretical wavelet, without a
ghost, from a 0.164 1 (10 cu. in.) air gun at a depth of 9.15 m (30 ft) and pressure of 136 bar
(2000 psig); s2 is a theoretical wavelet, without a ghost, from a 1.312 1 (80 cu. in.) gun at a
depth of 9.15 m and pressure of 13.7 MPa. With initial guess(0 = 0) the recovered wavelet and
reflectivity series are shown on bottom left with reflectivity seriesdistinctly non-causal. Correcting by -2.2 radians yields a better recovered wavelet and causal reflectivity series as
shown on bottom right.
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Using the schemedescribed above-and without making any compensations for the mixed-phase property of the basic wavelet or for the error (in
phase)in our initial guessof S(&) we recoveredthe wavelet shown in fig. 3.
The recovered reflectivity series, which should be a spike at time t = 0, is
non-causal and noisy.
We found that it was essentialfor the recovery of a satisfactory wavelet to
correct for both the mixed-phase property of the wavelet and the error in our
initial guessto ensure that the recovered wavelet and reflectivity seriesare
causal-as described above in section 3.
The causality constraint is best satisfied in this casewith a phasecorrection of 19= -2.2 radians.The result of this correction is shown on the right of
fig. 3, where the recovered wavelet and reflectivity are now both causal, but
still noisy. This noise is introduced by failing to compensate for the mixedphase character of the basic wavelet. We therefore applied an exponential
taper of the form e-ynAt to both s1 and s2, where e-Y& was equal to 0.994.
The result of this damping is shown in the first two wavelets of fig. 4. The
recovered wavelet, corrected for the error in our initial guess,is shown; no
inverse tapering has been applied. The corresponding unfiltered recovered
reflectivity series and the original, undamped, wavelet are also shown. Both
the wavelet and recoveredreflectivity seriesare acceptable.Some zero-phase
low-pass filtering has been applied to the recoveredwavelet. The lack of high
frequency energy in the wavelet has caused extra noise to appear in the
recoveredreflectivity series.This can be removed by low-pass filtering in the
normal way.
(iii) The first two examples show that the scheme we have described
works even when the basic wavelet has a complicated shape and is not
minimum-phase. We now show that it is possible to recover a complicated
reflectivity series.
We took the same two wavelets,shown at the top of fig. 3, and convolved
them with the synthetic reflectivity seriesshown at the top of fig. 5. We then
applied the same exponential tapering, with the result shown as the next two
time series on the left of fig. 5. Using the same trial-and-error correction to
ensurecausality, we recoveredthe basic wavelet and reflectivity seriesshown
at the bottom of the figure. To both the recovered wavelet and recovered
reflectivity seriesa small amount of zero-phasebandpassfiltering was applied
to remove high frequencynoise.The recoveredwavelet very closely resembles
a damped version of the original (shown on the right of the figure) while the
recovered reflectivity series, which has had inverse damping applied,
preservesthe times and relative amplitudes of the reflection exactly-as one
would expect from the theory.
It should be noted that no ghost has been included. If a ghost had been
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Fig. 4. Showing effect of non-minimum phase wavelet. The wavelets si and s2 are identical
with those in figure 3, but have been damped with exp (-yn At) where exp (- y Ar) = 0.994.
Using the same correction factor for the initial guess(0 = -2.2 radians), the recovered wavelet
(without inverse damping) and the recovered reflectivity series (with inverse damping) are as
shown. The original undamped wavelet is also shown for comparison.

included, the recovered wavelet would be the same. However, each spike in
the recovered reflectivity series would now be followed by a second spike of
opposite polarity at the ghost delay. In other words, the recovered series
would be equal to the original reflectivity seriesconvolved with a two-point
operator corresponding to the arrival of the direct wave and the ghost.
(iv) All the above examples were computed entirely in the frequency
domain. However, as we suggestedin section 3(d), whenevernoise is present
the spectral ratios which are neededfor this approach should be calculated in
the time domain using Wiener filters. We note that in the absenceof noise
this processwill not be quite so accurate,but in the real world noise is always
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RECOVERLO
WAVELET
IN0 INVERSt OAMPINCI

RfCOVERfOREFLECIIVIlVSERIES
IWITH INVERSEOAMPING)

Fig. 5. Effect of synthetic geology on wavelet recovery in the absence of noise: g(t) is
reflectivity series; x1 and x2 are the results of convolving g(t) with the wavelets sl and s2 of fig.
3 and then applying exponential damping. The recovered wavelet and reflectivity sequenceare
shown below. The original undamped wavelet is shown for comparison.

presentto some degree.In this next example we added non-correlated Gaussian noise to the basic wavelets shown at the top of fig. 3.The result is shown
in fig. 6. Using the modified approach of section 3(d) and with the appropriate weighting and correction factor we recoveredthe wavelet and the spike
shown at the bottom of the figure. Since the noise is additive we found it
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Fig. 6. Stability of calculation in the presenceof noise. The wavelets si and s2 are the same as
those shown in fig. 3, but non-correlated noise with the same bandwidth as the signal has been
added to each-at the same level. A stable wavelet is recovered for a signal to noise ratio of
about 4 (rms), the inverse damping revealing a slight very low frequency component. The
noise appears on the recovered reflectivity seriesof course.

desirable to “unweight” the recovered wavelet and original signal prior to
extraction of the reflectivity series.
The calculation is clearly stable in the presenceof this type of noise and
we have shown this to be true for signal-to-noise ratios down to 4 : 1 (rms).
As the signal-to-noise ratio decreasesthere is a progressiveloss of accuracy in
the recovery of the wavelet as one might expect.
We have repeated this test using the same synthetic reflectivity seriesof
fig. 5 and adding the same noise that we usedfor the example shown in fig. 6.
The result is shown in fig. 7, where our claims for the stability of the process
remain asfirm. The recovery of the wavelet is still quite good. The recovery of
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Fig. I. Showing effect of synthetic geology and noise. x1 and x2 are the undamped synthetic
seismograms of fig. 5 ,with noise added. A stable recognizable wavelet is recovered with a small
very low frequency component. The recovered reflectivity series is noisy compared with the
synthetic.

the reflectivity series is good for signal-to-noise amplitude ratios of 3 : 1 or
better and is still reasonabledown to 2 : 1. Signal-to-noise ratio limitations
are common to all wavelet extraction processesand various methods are
employed to bring about improvements. In our casethe signal-to-noise ratio
can be improved by cornpositing within a two-record pair as mentioned
above in section 3(d).
(v) Finally, we have an example to show that there is a real improvement
over conventional deconvolution when the wavelet is non-minimum phase,or
when the reflectivity series is non-white or non-stationary. Using a Wiener
filter we attempted to recover the reflectivity series from the noise-free seismogram shown at the top of fig. 5. The result is shown in fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. The application of standard least-squaresdeconvolution to the noise-free sequence x1
shown in fig. 5. The one-sided truncated autocorrelation of x1 is shown, followed by the
spiking deconvolution filter and the resulting reflectivity series.The original synthetic is shown
below for comparison.

For theoretical reasonswe would expect this least-squaresinverse filtering approach to fail, as discussedin section 1.It is interesting to note just how
it fails. First, the relative amplitudes of the individual events are incorrect,
even though the method does find events at the correct times. Secondly, it
also finds events at incorrect times-and this is a form of noise.
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In such situations, where conventional wavelet extraction methods fail
becausethe mathematical assumptions on which they are basedare incorrect,
our approach should yield more accurate results, with correct relative amplitudes of reflections, and with a superior signal-to-noise ratio.
6. CONCLUSIONS

AND

QUALIFICATIONS

We have presented a new approach for the extraction and removal of the
source wavelet from the seismogram. It requires a fundamental changein the
field technique such that two different seismograms are generatedfor each
source-receiverpair. A well-known scaling law provides the relationship between the two source signatures.
The convolutional earth model of the two seismograms plus the scaling
law together constitute three simultaneous equations which can, in principle,
be solved exactly in the absenceof noise.In practice, a small amount of noise
is introduced when the data are band-limited. The method of solution which
we have proposed here is stable in the presenceof noise, indicating that the
method will work with real data.
The principal advantage of this deconvolution method over all the other
methods currently in use is that this one does not demand that there be any
mathematically-convenient relationship between the phase spectrum of the
source and the phase spectrum of the earth impulse response.Our method
can be applied when, for example, (a) the phase spectrum of the source is
non-minimum phase and (b) the impulse responseof the earth is neither
white nor stationary. In such situations conventional methods are likely to
introduce spurious reflections-a form of noise-and fail to yield the correct
relative amplitudes of real reflections. This fault is not sharedby our method.
This point is particularly important when seismic data are processedfor
the interpretation of lithological changesvia derived acoustic impedance logs.
The first step in this processing sequence is the recovery of the impulse
responseof the earth by removal of the source far field wavelet. If this step is
wrong, all subsequentsteps will not be able to correct for this original error.
Unless the source wavelet shape is k~t0w11,
it is not possible to recover the
earth impulse response.Unless the source wavelet is measured,it can only be
recoveredfrom the data, using conventional techniques,if a number of essential assumptions happen to be true simultaneously. Our approach permits
these assumptions to be avoided, and still allows the earth impulse response
to be recoveredeven though the source wavelet is not measured.Subsequent
recovery of the primary reflectivity sequenceby standard processesmay then
follow.
We do have one qualification to make about our approach concerning
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the effectsof absorption. All other deconvolution techniquesneglect the effect
of absorption over the window of interest. In our method all calculations
refer to the shot instant, time t = 0. If absorption is convolutional it simply
appears as part of the earth impulse responseg(t) and does not affect the
accuracy of the theory. If it is not convolutional and is not even closely
approximated by a convolutional model, then our method will fail. This is
becausethe effectof absorption will not divide out when we form our spectral
ratio R(f). Thus R( f ) will not closely approximate S’(f )/S(f), as we require.
This is a problem of which we are well aware. However, we have not done
any fundamental research to determine whether absorption can be closely
approximated by a convolutional model as we have assumed.
We seenon-convolutional absorption as an obstacle to the successof our
technique. However, if absorption is largely convolutional it is no obstacle at
all. The technique has many advantagesover the other existing methods and,
in our view, replacesmathematical assumptions of dubious validity by wellknown physical laws.
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APPENDIX

A

The algorithm described in section 3 yielded the one-sidedfunction given by
equation (33)
S,(f) = r@S(f),

0 g--<crNfo.

(Al)
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This was extendedto negative frequenciesby imposing Hermitian symmetry,
and it wasassertedthat this resultedin the recoveredwavelet being non-causal,
unless the phase angle 8 were zero. This will now be proved.
Proof

We first assume that truncation effectsare negligible so that equation (Al)
can be regarded as valid for 0 <f< co. After applying Hermitian symmetry
we obtain the function
S,(f)

= reieS(f)U(f)

+ re-%*(

-f)U(

-f),

(A4

where U(f) = 1 forfpositive, = 0 otherwise, and S* is the complex conjugate
of s.
Equation (A2) can be written as
S,(f) = S(f)reieSg”s for all J;

643)

where
sgnf= l,f>

0; = -l,f<

0.

Now
reie sg” f = r cos (0 sgnf) + ir sin (0 sgnf) = r(cos 8 + i sgnf sin t9).

644)
If we put a = r cos 19and b = r sin 8, and substitute from equation (A4) into
equation (A3), we find
S,(f) = S(f) - [u + ib sgnf].

(A9
In this equation S(f) is the Fourier transform of the original real causal
wavelet s(t), and i sgnf is the Fourier transform of - l/~t. We can therefore
write the inverse Fourier transform of equation (A5) as:
s&) = s(t) * UC?(~)
- ; = as(t) + bHT[s(t)],
(A6)
I
I
where the asterisk * denotes convolution and HT denotesHilbert transform.
Equation (A6) is the result of starting our algorithm with an incorrect
initial guess,and then imposing Hermitian symmetry on S,(f): we obtain a
wavelet sG(t)which consistsof a scaledversion of the original wavelet s(t) plus
a scaled version of the Hilbert transform of s(t). Since the Hilbert transform
representsa convolution with an infinitely long operator, sG(t)is non-causal
unless b = 0. That is, se(t) will be non-causal unless 8 = nn, where n is an
integer. If n is zero or even, se(t) is a scaled version of s(t) and has the
same polarity; if n is odd the polarity of sG(t)is opposite to that of s(t).
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OF THE EQUATIONS

B
IN THE TIME

DOMAIN

We can reducethe problem to the solution of the two simultaneous equations
(34) and (2):
s’(t) = s(t) ih r(t)

w

s’(t) = cts(t/a),

w

in which r(t) has been obtained from the data as described in section 3.
Normally, we would use data which have been sampled at discrete time
intervals. These two equations can thus be expressedin the z-domain as
follows
s’(z) = S(z) * ; - (z),
S’(z”) = cqz),

(B3)
W)

where the z-transform is defined as
S(z) =

w

f
s,z’.
t=-ml

If a is not an integer, equation (B4) indicates that we can find values of
S’(z) in between the sample points. This does not present any difficulty; we
can simply interpolate or extrapolate to find values at the desired times.
The method we develop to find the coefficients s, for different integer
values of t is simply to equate the coefficients of zt on opposite sides of
equation (B3).
We recall from section 3 that we need two physical properties of s(t) to
constrain our solution; namely, that s(t) is real and causal. By avoiding the
transform to the frequency domain we avoid any introduction of complex
numbers and operate entirely with real numbers. The causality constraint is
simply the following:
s, = 0 for t I 0,
sj = 0 for t < 0.
It follows that r, is also causalif s(t) is constrained to be minimum-phase hence
rt = 0

for t I 0.

We can rewrite equations (B3) and (B4) as follows:
(s;+s;z+s;zZ

+ ~*~)=(so+slz+s2z2+***)(r,+r,z+r2z2+~~~)
w
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WI

s;, = as,,
and we solve them iteratively in the following way:

(1) We guesss1 (which is real). The effect of this guessbeing incorrect is
simply to apply an unknown scalefactor to the whole wavelet. This is unavoidable, but of trivial importance.
(2) Equate coefficients of z:
s; = ,917-o.
(3) Use the scaling law, equation (B7) to give
s; = ct.91.
(4) Interpolate or extrapolate to find s; (from sb, s;, si).
(5) Equate coefficients of z2:
s; = s2r() + SlYl. Hence s2.
(6) Use equation (B7). Hence s;,.
(7) Interpolate to find sj .
(8) We continue using the following general steps:
n-l
SL -

C

Sir”--i+l

i=l
(4

s,

=

r0

(b) s;, = as,
(c) Interpolate for si+ t
(d) Increase n by 1 and go back to (a).
Each loop in this iteration generatesa further coefficient in the seriess, .
This scheme is conceptually very simple. It is also attractive compared
with the frequency-domain because it avoids the trial-and-error approach
which is required to find the causal sourcewavelet. There is, however,one big
problem with this scheme: every coefficient of S(z) is calculated from the
expressionin step 8(a) above, and appearsto be sensitive to errors ro. As each
new coefficient is calculated it is required in the recursive computation of
subsequentcoefficients. Errors which may be small for the early coefficients
will propagate and accumulate.
We have not tested this scheme for numerical stability, but becauseof the
recursive nature of the calculation, we believe it may be unstable.
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APPENDIX

The energy in the elastic radiation is given by
E, = 4nr2

J0m+)~(~)

dr,

(Cl)

where h(t) is the particle velocity function, p(t) is the pressure function
(p(z) = pcti(z) in the far field), and z = t - (r - u)/c. Substituting for zi(z)
from equation (15) we find
E, = 4m2pc

i

dr.

_f’(r/a)

w

If we now put q = z/u (scaledtime) we find
E, = 4m3pc

oaf’(q)

J‘

dy.

w

But we know from equations (6) (7) and (10) that the energy contained in
the elastic radiation is given by
E

=

E

w

4~a3fk

3(1-p)’

Therefore, equating these last two equations for E,, we find

i‘omj-2(q)drj =

w

Bk2
3u -@PC'

In this last equation we seethatf(v) is a function of constants which depend
on the medium and type of explosive only. Thusfis inherently a function of
these two things only and is independent of the mass of the explosive.
APPENDIX

D

(AFTER

R.

CALVERT)

An elegant solution to the three basic equations (2) (4) and (5) has been
suggestedby R. Calvert. An outline is presentedbelow.
In the frequency domain the equations are
X(f) = WW-),

(W

X’(f) = W-W),
S’(f) = a2S(af).

(w

(W
As before, a ratio function R(f) is required. To ensure stability in the
presenceof noise a Wiener least squares estimate for r(t) can be obtained
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from the relationship

(35)

x’(t) = r(t) * x(t).

Fourier transformation of r(t) then yields R(f).
(D2) can now be written as
W-W)
= w)w).
Taking logarithms, equations (Dl), (D3), and (D4) become:
In X(f) = In S(f) + In G(f),
In R(f) + In X(f) = In S’(f) + In G(f),

w
(D5)
(w

In S’(f) = 2 In a + In S(a.).

Pw
Subtracting (D5) from (D6) and substituting for In S’(f) from (D7) yields
In R(f) - 2 In a = In S(o$) - In S(f).

W)

Changing the independent variable to f’ = In (f), this becomes
In R(f’) - 2 In tl= In S(f’ + In ct) - In S(f),
which can be written in the convolutional form
In R(S’) - 2 In a = In S(f’) * [S(S’ + In a) - S(f’)].

Pw
The only unknown in equation (D9) is the function In S(f’). A least squares
estimate of this can be obtained using the Wiener-Levinson algorithm on the
real and imaginary parts of expression (D9) separately. It should be noted
that the imaginary part of a complex logarithm is a phase function which
must be “ unwrapped ” (Schafer 1969)to eliminate discontinuities.
Finally, the independent variable is converted back to f= exp (f’) to
yield the function In S(f) whence exponentiation and inverseFourier transformation leads to an estimate of the wavelet s(t).
Although this method has not been tried in a full blown program, preliminary experiments suggestthat it may be very sensitive to inaccurate estimates of the parameter CK
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